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Abstract—In this paper, a distributed video-surveillance system
for the detection of dangerous situations related to the presence
of abandoned objects in the waiting rooms of unattended railway
stations is presented. The image sequences, acquired with a
monochromatic camera placed in each guarded room, are pro-
cessed by a local PC-based image-processing system, devoted to
detecting the presence of abandoned objects. When an abandoned
object is recognized, an alarm issue is transmitted to a remote
control center, located few miles far from the guarded stations.
A multimedia communication system based on direct sequence
code-division multiple-access (DS/CDMA) techniques aims at
ensuring secure and noise-robust wireless transmission links
between the guarded stations and the remote control center, where
the processing results are displayed to the human operator. Re-
sults concern: 1) the performances of each local image processing
system in terms of false-alarm and misdetection probabilities,
and 2) the performances of the CDMA multimedia transmission
system in terms of bit error rates (BERs) and quality of service
(QoS).
Index Terms—Image processing, multimedia communication,
rail transportation, site security monitoring, surveillance.
I. INTRODUCTION
T
HE increasing request for security and efficiency in the
field of public transportation systems, for both people and
goods, has resulted in a corresponding increasing interest in
the use of the most advanced video-based surveillance tech-
niques in order to provide an automatic continuous monitoring
of roads, railways, vehicles, and land transport infrastructures
(e.g., railway stations, highway toll-gates, etc.). The main ob-
jectives of a surveillance system in transport environments con-
cern the detection and the prevention of dangerous situations,
e.g., vehicle accidents, run-over pedestrians, people falling over
railway tracks, cars that stopped at unattended level crossings,
etc., and the management of the vehicular traffic, in order to op-
timize the flow on roads and highways. Several applications of
image processing and advanced data transmission techniques to
the surveillance of transport environments have been presented
in the literature [1]–[10].
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Concerning road transport, the AUTOSCOPE system, devel-
oped in the USA in the mid-1980s [1], is one of the best-known
examples of video-based highway traffic monitoring systems.
Image sequences acquired with a camera are processed by a mi-
croprocessor system that detects in real time the presence or the
passing of a vehicle in the camera field of view. Another system
forreal-timeaccidentpreventionandtrafficmonitoringhasbeen
developed in Europe and is described in [2]. The system, known
as TRISTAR, processes images comingout from cameras placed
near highway lanes and produces alarm signals when a poten-
tially dangerous situation (e.g., accident risk) is detected. A fur-
ther example of a video-based system for traffic monitoring
and management is presented in [3]. The described system can
be addressed to obtain a visual tracking modality (i.e., vehicle
tracking and pedestrian tracking) for a traffic advisory system.
In [3] it is shown that the exploitation of advanced image-pro-
cessingtechniquesformoving-objectdetectionandtrackingcan
be a valid support to increase the margin of safety in a large va-
riety of common traffic situations.
A quite futuristic, though very interesting, research field is
that of the video-based control procedures for computer-driven
unmannedvehicles.In[4],avideo-camerabasedmethodforde-
termining the location and the rotation of autonomous vehicles
is proposed. In [5] the development of a portable hardware/soft-
ware neural-network module for autonomous vehicle following
is described. An autonomous vehicle following is defined as
a vehicle controlling its own steering and speed by following
a lead vehicle [5]. A neural-network approach is exploited to
determine the nonlinear relation between the observed range
andheadingangleandthecontrollablesteering-wheelangleand
speed. The data on the range and the heading angle are acquired
by a stereo-vision system, and a neural-network-based image-
processing system generates the driving command as its own
issues. The synergies between vehicle recognition and tracking
processesforautonomousvehicledrivingarestudiedin[6].Ob-
jectrecognitionisperformedinordertofocusattentiononinter-
estingpartsofaguardedsceneandtoassignsymbolicmeanings
tothem.Trackingisusedtomaintainacorrespondencebetween
the objects identified at successive recognition instants.
In railway environments, traffic and car safety management
tasks, such as: headway between trains, speed regulation, and
collision avoidance, are generally implemented by railway
signaling systems, using secure and noise-robust digital radio
transmission techniques. For this reason, video-surveillance
applications in railway transport essentially aim at meeting
the request for a protection against accidental or intentional
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situations that may risk the safety of passengers. This re-
quest has become particularly urgent in metropolitan railway
environments and in general in urban railway lines. In this
sense, the European CROMATICA (Crowd Management with
Telematic Imaging and Communication Assistance) project
[7] is addressed to measure continuously the crowd flow at
metro stations in order to detect the conditions of “abnormal
crowd” (e.g., overcrowding, unexpected patterns of motion,
queues) and prevent dangerous situations related to falls on
tracks, vandal acts, personal attacks, etc., which might cause
serious problems to a large number of passengers. Another
European project aimed at enforcing the safety of urban railway
transport is AVS–PV (Advanced Video Surveillance–Prevention
of Vandalism in the Metro). The main objective of this project
[8] is to detect behaviors that are typical for potential vandals
in metro stations. The AVS–PV image processing system is
devoted to pointing out some particular “strange” behaviors,
such as a single person remaining for abnormally long time at
the same place without taking a train, a “gang behavior,” i.e.,
a number of persons belonging to a group, but not forming a
group from a visual point of view, and the “agitated” behavior
of a single person or of a small group of persons.
The problem of the remote monitoring of unmanned level-
crossings to detect intruder objects (e.g., cars not moving on the
tracks) is considered in [9] and [10]. The works in [9] and [10]
describe a very low bit-rate image coding system for the trans-
mission of the shapes of detected intruder objects (e.g., cars) to
a remote operator.
Our paper aims at describing a distributed video-surveillance
system for the detection of abandoned objects in unattended
railway stations, a surveillance task that is strictly required for
the safety of the urban transport users. Most of the situations
involving the presence of abandoned objects in waiting rooms,
(e.g., bags, parcels, etc.), are caused with careless passengers.
However, some well-known recent terroristic attacks have
pointed out that a small abandoned object can hide a highly
destructive bomb. For this reason, it is reasonable to exploit the
most advanced image-processing and digital-communication
techniques, to detect such potentially dangerous situations
and to transmit the corresponding alert signals to the security
police. The proposed system acquires multimedia information
(i.e., image sequences) from monochromatic cameras placed in
the guarded waiting rooms. The information is then processed
by a local PC-based image processing system, which is devoted
to detecting in real time the variations occurring in a guarded
scene with respect to a background scene, which represents
the waiting room of an unattended railway station without
any extraneous object, and to assigning each variation to a
precise class, belonging to a limited set. When a change in
the monitored scene is classified as an abandoned object,a n
alarm issue is generated by the local processing system and
the corresponding alert information is transmitted to a remote
control center by a wireless digital radio equipment, using
direct-sequence spread-spectrum (DS/SS) techniques [19], for
a secure and noise-robust link between the local and remote
processing sites. The multiple access protocol is based on the
application of asynchronous code-division multiple-access
(DS/CDMA) techniques [19], which can provide the best
efficiency in terms of bandwidth occupation and simplicity
of implementation. The remote control center should be
some miles far from the unattended guarded stations (e.g.,
in the premises of a station located in a central metropolitan
area). Remote processing is devoted to presenting to human
operators the alert information transmitted by local processing
systems, when an abandoned object is effectively detected.
The transmission of alert information should be exhaustive
and not redundant, in order to make intelligible the alarm
issue to the human operator without a great expense in terms
of bandwidth occupation. The economic usage of the band is
a key problem in remote advanced video surveillance (AVS)
applications. Such applications require the real-time transmis-
sion of large amount of data over the uplink (i.e., base-station)
channel, whose bandwidth is generally less wide that the one
available for the downlink (i.e., station-base) direction [18].
An accurate selection and the proposed combined source and
channel coding of the information to be transmitted to the
remote control center have been studied in order to meet the
above-mentioned uplink bandwidth constraints. The paper is
organized as follows. Section II provides a global description
of the proposed system; Section III describes a local image
processing system for detecting abandoned objects. Section IV
deals with the DS/CDMA multimedia communication system;
Section V details image processing at the remote control
center; Section VI reports some numerical results together with
some considerations about the use of color image sequences
for abandoned object detection (instead of the monochromatic
ones considered in the proposed analysis); finally in Section
VII conclusions are drawn.
II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Theglobalarchitectureoftheproposedremotevideo-surveil-
lance system is shown in Fig. 1.
In each unattended station, a local processing of the image
sequences acquired with a monochromatic camera installed in
thewaiting room is performed to detect dangerous situations re-
latedtothepresenceofabandonedobjects.Thelocalprocessing
and communication system is presented in Fig. 2.
The monochromatic camera acquires image sequences
from the guarded waiting room. Fig. 2 depicts the interior of
a waiting room, where a wooden bench is the background
scene, whereas the camera, the suit-case and the folder are
to be considered as abandoned objects. The image sequences
are digitized by an acquisition board, which can be installed
inside the PC. The software algorithms for abandoned object
detection process in real time the digitized sequences and the
processing results are then transmitted to the remote control
center. The transmission system first transmits the background
image of the guarded environment. The background image
can be periodically refreshed, when a significant change in the
scene occurs (e.g., a noticeable variation in light, or a change
in the inner configuration). In this case, the local processing
system provides the transmission of a new background. When
an abandoned object is recognized, the transmission of a
determinate multimedia alert information to the remote control
center is automatically activated. In the next sections, the localSACCHI AND REGAZZONI: DISTRIBUTED SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM 2015
Fig. 1. Global scheme of the abandoned object detection system.
Fig. 2. Local processing system for abandoned object detection.
processing system (Section III), the Spread Spectrum-based
multimedia communication system (Section IV), and the image
processing at the remote control center (Section V) are fully
described.
III. LOCAL PROCESSING SYSTEM FOR ABANDONED OBJECT
DETECTION
A. Modular Structure of the Image Processing System
The architecture of a local image-processing system is shown
in Fig. 3. The system is structured at different processing levels
in order to provide a simple and flexible hierarchical architec-
ture.Amodule,implementingaspecificimage-processingfunc-
tion, corresponds to each processing level [11]. The different
modules communicate to one another by exchanging processed
multimediainformation.FromFig.3,itiseasytoseethatthein-
formation incoming from the sensors (i.e.; the monochromatic
cameras) is processed step by step in order to produce the ex-
pected issue of the processing chain, i.e., the alert information
to be sent to the remote control center. Each module has been
implemented keeping into account the physical and/or virtual
links existing between the current module and the previous and
next ones in the considered chain.
B. Descriptions of the Single Modules
1) Acquisition Module: From the hardware point of view,
the acquisition module consists of a low-cost acquisition board
for real-time monochromatic and RGB-color image capture in
PC-based video-surveillance applications. Exploiting the ca-
pabilities of the innovative peripheral component interconnect
(PCI) bus architecture, the considered acquisition board can
transfer the acquired data up to 45 Mb/s. The output of the
acquisition module is a -pixel digitized image, where
each pixel is made up of eight information bits, corresponding
to 256 gray levels.
2) ChangeDetectionModule: Thismoduleisdevotedtoex-
tracting“interesting”pixelsfromtheacquiredimagesequences,
when long-term changes are detected. Change detection can be
considered as the most critical step for the proposed system.
An efficient detection of the variations in the currently observed
scene with respect to the background image is the basis for the
development of real-time image-processing functions, imple-
mented in the successive modules (see Fig. 3). The proposed
algorithm [12] evaluates the difference between each pixel in
thecurrentframeandthecorrespondingpixelinthebackground
image (i.e.; it operates at the pixel level), considering also the2016 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON VEHICULAR TECHNOLOGY, VOL. 49, NO. 5, SEPTEMBER 2000
Fig. 3. Modular scheme of the local processing system for abandoned object
detection.
permanence of the detected pixel’s gray level in some consec-
utive frames: this makes the algorithm more robust against iso-
lated noise peaks than the aforesaid simple difference. The im-
plementation of the change detection module is based on the
definition of an abandoned object, which is an object not be-
longing to the background scene and remaining in the same po-
sition for a long time [11]. Denoting by the gray level
of the pixel whose coordinates are in the current frame
k, and by gray level of the corresponding pixel in the
backgroundimage,thechangedetectionalgorithmconsidersthe
pixel as a possibly changed pixel if the following condi-
tion holds:
(3.1)
where is a threshold, defined on the basis of the lighting
condition in the background image. The information con-
cerning the simple difference between the corresponding
pixels in the current frame and in the background image
is not sufficient to deduce, in a reliable way, that a pixel
has been changed by the presence in the scene of an object
not belonging to the background. An impulsive noise peak
maycausean incorrectchangedetection.Forthisreason,it
is necessary to achieve also the luminance variations of the
considered pixel in a fixed number of consecutive frames.
Denoting by the gray level of the pixel ,
observed in the successive frame , the pixel can still
be considered as a possibly changed pixel if the following
condition holds:
(3.2)
Theconditionexpressedin(3.2)meansthata pixelinthecur-
rent image is to be regarded as a changed pixel, not only if its
gray level is different from that of the corresponding pixel in
the background image, but also if its gray level has a constant
value in the successive frames. In order to perform an efficient
changedetection,foreachpixeloftheconsideredimagetwody-
namicbinaryqueuesoflength aredefined. isthenumberof
successive frame where the permanence of the gray-level value
of the considered pixel is tested. The insertion/deletion of the
queue items is managed by using a FIFO philosophy [12]. The
two binary queues are defined as follows.
• , which is the queue related to thedifference between
the pixel gray-level values observed in the current frame
and in the background image, respectively (frame-back-
ground difference).
• , which is the queue related to the difference be-
tween the pixel gray-level values observed in the succes-
sive frames (frame–frame difference).
The queue values are assigned by following the criteria de-
fined as follows:
if
otherwise
(3.3)
if
otherwise
(3.4)
The decision on a possible pixel change is made only when the
two queues are filled (i.e., after acquired frames, which cor-
respond to the time taken by the algorithm setup). In Fig. 4, an
example of the queues inherent in change-detection algorithm
considered is given.
The proposed algorithm considers the couples of values be-
longing to the two different queues, and , as shown in
Fig. 4. If the number of couples, whose binary values are ,
exceeds a fixed threshold , the pixel is regarded as aSACCHI AND REGAZZONI: DISTRIBUTED SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM 2017
Fig. 4. Change detection module: queue management
changed pixel. The described module generates, as its output, a
binary image , where changed pixels are characterized by an
assigned gray level equal to 255 (i.e., white color), whereas the
unchanged pixels are characterized by a 0 gray level (i.e., black
color). This is expressed by the formula:
if
otherwise
(3.5)
where
[12]. The optimal value of the threshold is chosen
in order to minimize the false-alarm probability , without
increasingthemisdetectionprobability .Itisshownin[13]
that considering a value for the queue length results in
an optimal value of . In Fig. 5(a)-(c), the background
image, the current image and the binary image generated by the
change detection module are presented, respectively.
3) Focus-of-Attention Module: This module aims at fo-
cusing attention on the areas of an image where meaningful
changes have been actually detected. This allows the successive
modules of the local processing system to consider only image
areas where either a person or an object is really present in
the guarded environment, thus making the computational load
of the system less heavy. The input of the focus-of-attention
algorithm is thebinary image generated by thechange detection
algorithm. Residual noisy white pixels in the binary image
are eliminated by using statistical morphological operators
(i.e., statistical erosion and statistical dilatation) [13]. The
output of the module is a list of obstruction rectangles, each
characterized by the presence of a compact white area. To
achieve this objective, the focus-of-attention algorithm first
performs a segmentation process of the change areas detected
by the change-detection module. This process allows one to
separate two partially overlapped image regions. Then, the
module generates a list of identified rectangular areas. The
planar two-dimensional (2-D) coordinates (with respect to the
background image) and the dimensions are provided for each
obstruction rectangle.
4) Localization Module: This module aims at providing the
coordinates of the obstruction rectangles in the three-dimen-
sional(3-D)referencesystemrelatedtotheobservedscene.The
input of the module is the list of obstruction rectangles provided
by the focus-of-attention module and the 3-D coordinates of the
most significant planar regions in the scene, e.g., the floor, the
walls, the tables, the benches, etc. The output of the module is
a list of localized obstruction rectangles; the spatial 3-D coordi-
nates of each rectangle with respect to the guarded environment
are provided to the successive modules. The algorithms imple-
mented in the localization module are [14] the following:
• camera calibration algorithms, which aim at determining
therelationshipbetweenthe3-Dcoordinatesofapointina
spatial reference system and the planar 2-D coordinates of
the same point in an acquired image. For the considered
system, the calibration camera operations are performed
off-line, as the camera is placed in a fixed position of the
guarded room;
• information transformation algorithms. Once the camera
calibration has been performed,it is possible by using 2-D
and 3-D transformation algorithms to transform the infor-
mation about the 2-D coordinates of a point in the image,
so as to provide the coordinates of the same point in the
3-D reference system;
Thanks to these operations one can show the position of the
detected region of interest in a map representing the guarded
area.
5) Classification Module: The classification module is the
most “intelligent” part of the system. In particular, it assigns
each region of interest extracted by the previous modules (i.e.,
thelocalizedobstructionrectangles)tooneofthefollowingfour
classes:
• abandoned objects, previously defined;
• persons: when a rectangle remains in the same position
for some time, it is classified as a person;
• lighting effects (e.g., a localized variation in light due to
an opened window);
• structural changes (e.g., a change in position of a chair).
The alarm is sent only when an abandoned object is recog-
nized by the system. The use of a back-propagation neural net-
work (BPN) [15] has been exploited in order to provide a reli-
able and real-time object classification.
6) InformationFilteringModule: Thismoduleperformsthe
filtering of the information to be transmitted to the remote con-
trol center. The implemented remote video-surveillance system
has been developed in order to assist the human operator in
monitoring some unattended railway stations. For this reason,
the transmission of the information, which will be displayed on
the monitors of the remote control center, is managed to ensure
that the human operator will be really alerted whenever a po-
tentially dangerous situation is detected by the system, without
a decrease in the attention due to the transmission of a too large
amount of video information. In order to fulfil with the band-
width constraint on the communication network, the informa-
tionsenttotheremotecontrolcentermustbeexhaustiveandnot
redundant. However, it must be sufficiently complete so that the
human operator may easily realize the current situation at a re-
moteguardedstation.Whenthesystemisstarting,onlythefixed
background image is transmitted to the remote control center.
Thepermanenceofthewaiting-roombackgroundimagesonthe
monitors indicate to the human operator that: a) no abandoned
object has been detected by the local processing system; b) no
structural changes in the observed scene have occurred. When a
structural changes occurs in the guarded scene (e.g., a change in2018 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON VEHICULAR TECHNOLOGY, VOL. 49, NO. 5, SEPTEMBER 2000
Fig. 5. Change detection module: (a) background input image, (b) current input frame, and (c) output binary image.
the position of a piece of furniture in the waiting room, etc.), the
localprocessingsystemcommandstheretransmissionoftheup-
dated background image (background refresh) [11]. The back-
ground image is a monochromatic bit image [see
Fig. 5(a)]. The amount of information in the background image
(before coding) is KB. When a potentially dan-
gerous situation is detected, the local processing system com-
mands the transmission of the alert information, which consists
of the following:
• the monochromatic image containing only a detected
abandoned object. This small image is overlapped by the
remote processing algorithms with the background image
(see Fig. 6) [11] in order to form the complete scene
concerning the alert situation. The average dimensions of
rectangles containing the abandoned objects are equal to
about 400 pixels. The amount of information about the
abandoned-objectimage (beforecoding)is
bits. For the image-overlapping operation, the knowledge
of the geometric position of the rectangle containing the
abandoned object with respect to the background image
is required. The amount of information about the 2-D
coordinates of the center of the rectangle is
bytes;
• the 3-D coordinates of the detected object. This informa-
tion allows one to localize the abandoned object on the
map of the guarded environment. The size of such infor-
mation is bytes.
IV. DS/CDMA MULTIMEDIA TRANSMISSION SYSTEM USING
COMBINED SOURCE AND CHANNEL CODING TECHNIQUES
One of the most important problems concerning the trans-
mission of multimedia information in remote AVS applications
lies in uplink bandwidth constraints. As the most common
networking applications (e.g., INTERNET, HDTV, Video on
Demand, etc.) involve the transmission of a large amount of
information from the network head-end to residential sites,
really operating wireless and wired local area network (LAN)
systems are generally characterized by an asymmetrical band-
width availability, i.e., the bandwidth used for uplink (i.e.,
station-base) communications is generally much smaller than
the bandwidth used for downlink (i.e., base station) ones. On
the other hand, remote AVS applications need a high bandwidth
availabilityovertheuplinkchannelinordertoensureareal-time
transmission of digitized image sequences from the guarded
places to the remote control center [18]. The main problem
concerning multimedia communications in AVS applications is
the choice of an efficient source and channel coding strategy to
ensure a real-time transmission of needed information, coping
with reduced bandwidth resources over the uplink channelsSACCHI AND REGAZZONI: DISTRIBUTED SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM 2019
Fig. 6. Information filtering module: (a) filtered images transmitted and (b) received images overlap.
of really operating backbone networks. The communication
system proposed in this work aims at providing a secure and
noise-robust wireless transmission of the multimedia informa-
tion related to the management of abandoned-object detection
functionalities, keeping into account uplink bandwidth con-
straints. The described AVS communication system is based
on the combination of advanced DS/CDMA channel-coding
techniques with state-of-the art JPEG and forward error control
(FEC) source coding techniques. The global architecture of the
generic th transmission is shown in Fig. 7. Two
8-MHzDS/SSseparatecommunicationchannelsinthe2.4GHz
ISM [11] band are used for the background image transmission
and for the alert information transmission respectively. All the
users can asynchronously send information over the two
channels. The employment of the asynchronous DS/CDMA
protocol seems the most suitable choice for the considered
application, where the background-refresh operation and the
alert information transmission involve a fully asynchronous
access to the communication channel [11]. Moreover, the
DS/CDMA wide-band transmission can ensure a more robust
protection of transmitted data against the negative effects
of noise, interference, multipath fading, accidental and/or
intentional interception, and manipulation attempts [19].
The source coding of the above-described information in-
volves two steps:
Step 1) Image Compression coding. The images sent to the
remote control center are compressed by using a
JPEGstandardencoder.Thecompressioncodingde-
creases the number of transmitted information bits,
thus making it possible to increase the redundancy
due error-correction coding and, especially, the pro-
cessing gain of the DS/CDMA transmission system
[19].
Step 2) Forward Error Control (FEC) coding. It is known
that even few and isolated bit errors can produce
a very dramatic degradation of the received JPEG
coded images, such as to impose the retransmission
of the corrupted frames. A software algorithm
for the detection and correction of transmission
errors occurring in the JPEG-coded bit streams is
presented in [16]. The proposed method is quite
efficient and allows very high-quality images to be
recovered from the corresponding corrupted JPEG
ones. However, this algorithm can increase the
computational complexity of the whole system, thus
compromising real-time processing requirements.
In our work, a forward error concealment strategy
[23] is applied by using a FEC coding. In order to
improve the performance in terms of reduced bit
error rate (BER), without increasing information re-2020 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON VEHICULAR TECHNOLOGY, VOL. 49, NO. 5, SEPTEMBER 2000
Fig. 7. Global scheme of the multimedia transmission system using combined source and channel coding techniques for the radio-link communication between
unmanned station and remote control center.
dundancy too much, low-rate convolutional Viterbi
coding [17] has been employed for the proposed
system.
The block diagram of the DS/CDMA communication system
is presented in Fig. 8. The same diagram is adopted for both
the background channel and the alert-information channel.
The only difference between the two modem schemes consists
in the DS/SS processing-gain , which is the length of the
pseudonoise (PN) codes employed to spread the spectrum of
the transmitted signal.
The processing-gain is the key parameter for the project of
an asynchronous DS/CDMA transmission system. It is known
that is the power gain (generally expressed in dB) achieved
by the received signal with respect to all kinds of interfering
signals [19], which are:
• narrowband and wide-band signals transmitted over the
same 8-MHz channel by other users, but not belonging to
the same DS/CDMA communication system used;
• narrowbandimpulsivenoiseduetoenvironmentalelectro-
magnetic emissions (ingress noise) and/or attempts at in-
tentional interference (e.g., jamming pulses [19]);
• wide-band multiple-access interference (MAI) due to the
nonidentical orthogonality of the PN spreading sequences
employed by each user of the DS/CDMA system [20].
The presence of MAI, which is generally a non-Gaussian
interference, involves some well-known problems in the
DS/CDMA system design, in terms both of a reduction in
the global capacity of the system, and a correct evalua-
tion of BER performances when the Gaussian approxima-
tion for the MAI pdf is not acceptable (e.g., in the case of
few users [21]). The choice of a suitable value of the pro-
cessing gain can reduce the effects of MAI, thus allowing
a considerable number of users to access the same band-
width with a negligible performance degradation in terms
of BER.
The processing-gain dimensioning for the two DS/CDMA
channels used (i.e., background channel and alert-information
channel) should take into account the tradeoffs between band-
widthcontraints,and requirementsintermsofquality ofservice
(QoS). The mathematical expressions for the processing-gain
for the background channel and for the processing-gain
for the alert information channel are:
(4.1)
(4.2)SACCHI AND REGAZZONI: DISTRIBUTED SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM 2021
Fig. 8. Block diagram of the DS/CDMA digital transmission link.
where
bandwidth available for the transmission
over the two channels used (i.e., 8 MHz);
and JPEGcompressioncoefficientsforthetwo
different kinds of multimedia information
transmitted (i.e., background image and
alert image);
and FEC code rates for the background trans-
mission and for the alert-information
transmission, respectively;
and times taken for transmitting the back-
ground image and the alert-information
image, respectively.
In order to meet the real-time functional specifications of the
system,thefollowingvaluesofthetransmissiontimeshavebeen
considered: s, and ms.
Two different FEC codes at different rates
and havebeenchosenforthetransmissionofthe
background image of the alert-information image, respectively.
The choice of different code rates for the different information,
to be transmitted to the remote control center has been made in
ordertoprotect,inamorerobustway,alertinformation,whichis
morecriticalfromasafetypointofview(i.e.,aretransmissionof
thebackgroundimageissurelymoreacceptablearetransmission
oftheimageofanabandonedobject).TheJPEGcoderateshave
been chosen in order to reduce the transmission bit rate, without
a significant degradation of the quality of the related decoded
images. For this reason, a compression rate has
been adopted for the background image, and a compression rate
hasbeenadoptedforimageofanabandonedobject.
At a glance, the choice of using the JPEG coding also for the
alert-imagecompressionmightseemquitestrange,astheaverage
dimensions of the image of an abandoned object is very
small, as compared with the ones of the background image. The
basic reason for this choice is the necessity for providing a very
robust FEC coding and a high value of the processing-gain for
critical alert information in order to decrease the system BER
even in the presence of very noisy channels. The low-rate JPEG
codingchosenshouldnotcompromisethequalityofthedecoded
image of an abandoned object. For the considered numerical
valuesofthesource-codingratesandtheforthedefinedtimeand
bandwidth constraints, the processing-gain values achieved for
thebackgroundchannelandforthealertinformationchannelare
and ,whicharesuitablevaluesto
supportaconsiderablenumberofuserstransmittingoverthetwo
channels, without a significant degradation of the BER perfor-
mancesevenforlowsignal-to-noiseratio(SNR)values,asshown
inSectionVI.
V. IMAGE PROCESSING AT THE REMOTE CONTROL CENTER
The remote control center of the system is placed in an urban
railway station and can be managed by a human operator. The
DS/CDMA matched filter receiver in Fig. 1, (the related block
diagram is shown in Fig. 8), receives the RF DS/CDMA signals
from the channel, and performs the BPSK demodulation and
despreading of source-coded multimedia signals. A PC-based2022 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON VEHICULAR TECHNOLOGY, VOL. 49, NO. 5, SEPTEMBER 2000
Fig. 9. Man–machine interface at the remote control center.
TABLE I
PERFORMANCES IN TERMS OF CORRECT DETECTION,F ALSE ALARM, AND MISDETECTION PROBABILITIES PROVIDED BY THE LOCAL IMAGE PROCESSING SYSTEM
central processing architecture, named “server” (see Fig. 1), is
devoted at performing the following operations.
• Source decoding of the multimedia bitstreams received,
i.e., FEC and JPEG decoding of both the background
image and the alert-information transmitted by each
user. When a JPEG decoding operation fails due a fatal
error, the source-decoding module issues an automatic
retransmission signal to the local processing system. The
retransmission can be issued by means of easy visual
commands, also when the quality of the visualized images
is strongly degraded;
• Presentation of alarm situations to the human operator.
For each guarded station, the data concerning the imple-
mentedvideo-surveillancefunctionalitiesaredisplayedon
aparticularmonitorthroughasuitableman/machineinter-
face. The man/machine interface used for the local moni-
toring of the railway station of Borzoli, near Genoa (Italy)
is shown in Fig. 9. In the upper left corner of the interface,
thebackgroundimage oftheguarded waiting-roomispre-
sented to the operator. In the case of an alarm situation,
the received images containing the abandoned objects de-
tected by the local processing system are overlapped with
the background image and shown to the operator on the
upper middle side of the interface, together with a clearly
visible alarm signaling. The abandoned objects are also
positioned on a 2-D map placed in the lower left side of
the interface.
TheHW/SWremoteprocessingarchitecturecanbeeffectively
implemented byusing a PC-based high performance computing
network(HPCN)architectureTheHPCNissostructured:onePC
isthecontrolstationfortheoperatorandtheotheronesaredevoted
to the remote processing of the information transmitted by each
guardedstation.TheconnectionamongthePCsisprovidedbya
FastETHERNETnetwork(transferrateupto100Mb/s).Theuse
oftheWINDOWSNT4.0operatingsystemcanensureareliable
managementofthewholearchitecture.
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
A demonstrator of the local image-processing system for
abandoned-object detection, (the software modules of the
system have been described in Section III), has already been
realized in our laboratories and subsequently tested by using
image sequences acquired from the waiting-room of the
aforesaid railway station. The achieved performances of the
system in terms of correct detection ( ) misdetection
( ) and false alarm ( ) probabilities for each class of
detected objects and/or changes, listed in Section III are shown
in Table I. These results were obtained by comparing the output
of the classification module with a direct observation of the
scene considered.
Itisworthnotingthatthebestperformancesachievedinterms
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TABLE II
PERFORMANCES IN TERMS OF BER VERSUS SNR PROVIDED BY THE SIMULATED DS/CDMA BACKGROUND IMAGE TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
Fig. 10. Simulation of DS/CDMA background transmission: (a) background image transmitted by reference user; (b), (c), (d) background image transmitted by
the interfering users.
Fig. 11. Simulation of DS/CDMA abandoned object image transmission: (a)
abandoned object image transmitted by the reference user; (b), (c), abandoned
object image transmitted by the interfering users.
detection of an abandoned object requires that an alarm situa-
tion is notified to the human operator. The data shown in Table I
were obtained after the camera calibration and the neural-net-
work training performed for the test environment. Concerning
the performances of the system in terms of processing time,
the total taken time for the execution of the whole processing
chain shown in Fig. 3 was s. This performance
has been obtained by using a PC-based hardware/software ar-
chitecture, with CPU PENTIUM INTEL 200 MHz, 64 Mb of
RAMcapacity,PCIbus,andaWINDOWS95operatingsystem.
Such performances meet the real-time processing requirements
of the system. The multimedia DS/CDMA transmission system
described in Section IV has been studied for feasibility and sim-
ulation aspects. The implementation of an innovative simulator
of the entire DS/CDMA transmission system depicted in Fig.
8 has been presented in [22]; the SIMULINK™ libraries have
been exploited, working in the MATLAB 5.2 environments. A
four-user DS/CDMA transmission system has been considered,
with Gold spreading sequences of length for
the background channel and for the alert-
information channel. The simulations of a four-user DS/CDMA
transmissionofbackgroundimagesandthesimulationofathree
user transmission of abandoned-object images were performed.
Thebackgroundimagesofthewaitingroomsoffourunattended
railway stations transmitted by the four users of the DS/CDMA
system are shown in Fig. 10(a)–(d). The abandoned-object im-
ages transmitted by three users are presented in Fig. 11(a)–(c).
The images contained in Figs. 10(a) and 11(a) are considered
as the transmitted reference information to be despread and de-
coded, whereas the other images are regarded as interfering bit-
streams. All the simulations were performed assuming the hy-
pothesis of an AWGN channel.
The BER performances achieved by the simulations of the
background-imagetransmissionsareshowninTableII,together
with the number of noise-altered JPEG coefficient.2024 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON VEHICULAR TECHNOLOGY, VOL. 49, NO. 5, SEPTEMBER 2000
Fig.12. ResultsofDS/CDMAtransmissionsimulation(receivedanddecodedreferenceuser’sbackgroundimage):(a)transmissionwithoutFECcodingandSNR
= 9 dB, (b) transmission without FEC coding and SNR = 10 dB (first simulation), (c) transmission without FEC coding and SNR = 10 dB (second simulation),
and (d) transmission with convolutional FEC coding and SNR = 6 dB.
Just to demonstrate the importance of the introduction of the
source FEC coding into the considered system, from Table II
one can see that an error-free detection of the JPEG coded bit-
stream was obtained at a very low SNR (i.e., SNR 6 dB),
whereas the results of the simulations performed without the
FEC coding show that a considerable number of noise-altered
JPEG coefficients is resulting from higher SNR values (e.g., 8
and 9 dB). Two simulations for SNR 10 dB, and without the
FECcodingwereperformed.TheBERachievedandthenumber
of altered JPEG coefficients were the same for the two simula-
tions,butthequalitiesofthedecodedimageswereverydifferent
(see Fig. 12).
There is not any decoded image for what concerns the
simulation without FEC coding and with SNR dB. This
is due to some fatal errors on the received JPEG bitstream,
which avoided a direct decoding. Fig. 12(a) shows the decoded
image obtained by the simulation without FEC for SNR
dB. In this case, the JPEG bitstream was decoded, but the
resulting background frame was useless. This happened also
for the first simulation without FEC and for SNR dB
[see Fig. 12(b)]. The only noise-altered JPEG coefficient was
placed in a critical position in the received bitstream, thus
causing the failure of the decoding process. On the contrary,
the second simulation without FEC and for SNR dB
provided a very good quality of the decoded image, shown in
Fig. 12(c), as the altered JPEG coefficient was not placed in a
critical position in the received bitstream (it is the last JPEG
coefficient). Even a single bit error may cause the failure of the
JPEG decoding process, thus requiring the retransmission of a
frame. An error-free four-user DS/CDMA transmission over
the background channel is reached for SNR dB, without
using any FEC coding. The same performance was achieved for
SNR dB by using the 1/2-rate convolutional FEC coding,
as described in Section IV. The decoded image resulting from
this simulation is presented in Fig. 12(d).
Concerning the DS/CDMA transmission of abandoned-ob-
ject images, an error-free bitstream was obtained for SNR
dB, without using any FEC coding. This result proves
the expected capability of long spreading codes to provide a
strong reduction of the multi-access interference also at low
SNR values. The use of the 1/3-rate convolutional FEC code
can surely improve the robust protection already provided by
the DS/SS channel coding against all kinds of noise.
A. Color Image Processing for Abandoned Object Detection
The change detection module of the local image processing
system has been originally designed to process images acquired
from a monochromatic camera. Full exploitation of color infor-
mationinthechangedetectionalgorithmcouldimplysomecon-
siderations related both to image processing and to communica-
tion aspects.
From the image processing point of view, some tests per-
formed about the use of color image sequences revealed that
the processing time per frame achieved by employing a change
detection algorithm quite similar to the approach shown in [24]
increases up to 2.0 s (i.e., about 1.5 times greater than the time
achievedusingmonochromaticimages),whereasthefalsealarm
probability concerning theabandoned object detection becomesSACCHI AND REGAZZONI: DISTRIBUTED SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM 2025
equal to 2% (instead of 2.6%, as shown in Table I) and the re-
lated misdetection probability becomes equal to 0.6% (instead
of 1%).
For what concerns the design of the communication system,
as the source bit rate would triplicate with respect to the
monochromatic case in both the transmission channels, the
bandwidth constraints expressed in Section IV could not stand
more without modifying the parameters of source and channel
coding (i.e., JPEG compression rates, FEC code-rates and
spreading factors). Such modifications would be finalized
to allow a faster transmission than the one foreseen for the
monochromatic images over the same 8–MHz bandwidth, thus
involving weaker coding and minor protection against channel
impairments. This fact could imply a significant degradation
of the quality of the results displaying to the human operator
working inside the remote control center. Otherwise, the
coding parameters of the communication system could be
unmodified, if a bandwidth equal to three times the 8-MHz
bandwidth foreseen (i.e., 24 MHz) would be available in the
uplink direction. However, as mentioned in Section I, the
uplink bandwidth resources are generally quite scarce. One
can see that the use of color image sequences can improve
the robustness of the local image processing system, already
tested with satisfactory results when monochromatic images
are employed (see Table I). On the other hand, the costs to be
paid for such improvement concern with a slight increase of
the processing time (however acceptable for the considered
application) and a consistent increase of the bandwidth to be
occupied for the transmission of the multimedia information
to the remote control center. Otherwise, if the bandwidth
constraints were respected, a decrease of QoS related to the
results collecting and presentation at the remote control center
could be the tradeoff to be accepted.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a distributed video-surveillance system for
monitoring unattended railway stations has been presented.
The “intelligence” of the system has been distributed by
implementing a real-time local processing architecture, which
is devoted to acquiring images from the guarded environments
and to processing such images to filter areas containing
abandoned objects. The efficiency of a prototype for the local
processing system in terms of low false-alarm and misdetection
probabilities has been proved by tests performed in both our
laboratory and real railway environments.
The communication system, based on state-of-the-art
combined source and channel coding techniques and on
asynchronous DS/CDMA multiple access techniques, allows
some users (i.e., unattended railway stations) sharing the same
8-MHz bandwidth portion to perform a secure and noise-robust
transmissions of background images and alert information to
a remote control center. The image processing at the remote
control center is reduced to an efficient decoding and collection
of the multimedia information transmitted by each user of the
system and to the presentation of this information to a human
operator. These suitable characteristics allow the exploitation
of such a system for the remote monitoring of a wide range
of unattended environments (e.g., supermarkets, airports, car
parks), thus, not limiting its use to railway environments.
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